**Mix It Up!**

Supply List

**Instructor:** Libby Van Treese

**Dates:** Tuesdays, Mar 24 & Apr 7 (10a-3p)

**Pattern:** Mix It Up! By Colourwerx

**Project description:** Half square triangle quilt in Baby (40” x 52”), Lap (56” x 64”) or Large Lap Size (72” X 80”). Using a combination of Warm, Cool & Neutral Colorways create this contemporary quilt. You can raid your scraps or choose specific colors. 5” Charm or 10” Square friendly. This quilt works well with solids, batiks or prints. Using triangle paper or AccuQuilt Cutting system produces perfect triangles. This is a great next step for ABC Graduates.

**Fabric requirements:** See pattern for the size that you want to make. For Lap size, 6 warm Fat Quarters, 6 cool Fat Quarters, & 8 Neutral Fat Quarters. (I used different complimentary fabrics for each set of colors).

**Supplies:**

Sewing machine, cord and foot pedal  
Rotary, cutter, ruler & mat  
Pins  
Scissors for clipping threads  
4” triangle paper  
OR  
AccuQuilt system with 4” Half Square Triangle Die  
Thread for piecing